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1. MY FAMILY 
I am Alex Sidorov. Alex is my first name and Sidorov is my surname. I am seventeen years 

old. I want to tell you a few words about my family. My family is large. I've got a mother, a 

father, a sister, a brother and a grandmother.  

There are six of us in the family.  

My mother is a teacher of biology. She works in a college. She likes her profession. She is a 

good-looking woman with brown hair and green eyes. She is forty-four but she looks much 

younger. She is tall and slim.  

My father is a computer programmer. He is very experienced. He is a broad-shouldered, tall 

man with fair hair and grey eyes. He is forty-six. My father often sings and when we are at home 

and have some free time, I play the guitar and we sing together. My father knows all about new 

radio sets and likes to repair old ones. He is also handy with many things. When he was small, he 

liked to take everything to pieces. My grandmother told me a story that once my father tried to 

"repair" their kitchen clock. He managed to put all the wheels and screws back again — but the 

clock did not work. They had to give it to a repairman. But that happened a long time ago. Now 

he can fix almost everything: a vacuum cleaner, a washing machine, a fridge and what not. He's 

got a few shelves where he keeps everything he needs. On the table there's always a radio in 

pieces.  

My parents have been married for twenty-six years. They have much in common, but they 

have different views on music, books and films. For example, my father likes horror films and 

my mother likes "soap operas". My father is fond of tennis. My mother isn't interested in sports. 

But my parents have the same opinion about my education and upbringing.  

My parents are hard-working people. My mother keeps house and takes care of me and my 

father. She is very good at cooking and she is clever with her hands. She is very practical. My 

father and I try to help her with the housework. I wash the dishes, go shopping and tidy our flat.  

My grandmother is a pensioner. She lives with us and helps to run the house. She is fond of 

knitting.  

My sister Helen is twenty-five. She is married and has a family of her own. She works as an 

accountant for a small business company. Her husband is a scientist. They've got twins: a 

daughter and a son. They go to a nursery school.My brother Boris is eleven. He is a schoolboy. 

He wants to become a doctor but he is not sure yet. Three months ago he dreamed of being a 

cosmonaut.  

I want to become a student. I'd like to learn foreign languages. I think I take after my father. 

I'm tall, fair-haired and even-tempered. I always try to be in a good mood.  

We've got a lot of relatives. We are deeply attached to each other and we get on very well.  

 

Questions  

1. What is your first name? What is your surname?  

2. How old are you?  

3. When is your birthday?  

4. Is your family large? How many are you in the family?  

5. Have you got any brothers or sisters?  

6. What are your parents? Where do they work?  

7. How long have your parents been married?  

8. Do they have much in common?  

9. Do you spend a lot of time with your family?  

10. What sort of things do you do together?  

11. Do you go out with your parents?  

12. Who runs the house in your family?  

13. What are your household duties?  

14. What is your father's hobby?  

15. Can you describe your mother?  
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2. MY FRIEND 
My best friend's name's Nick. We made friends a few years ago. We are of the same age. We 

live in the same block of flats, so we see each other almost every day.  

Nick is a tall slender boy. He has got dark hair, large dark eyes, a straight nose and thin lips. 

He wears spectacles. He is a nice guy. He is very honest and just, understanding and kind. I trust 

him a lot and I'm sure that I can rely on him in any situation. He never lets people down. Nick is 

only 19 but he is very responsible — he finishes whatever he starts. He's got only one 

shortcoming - he is a bit stubborn. Nevertheless he is pleasant to deal with.  

Nick's an only child and his parents love him very much. His father is a lawyer. He is the 

most brilliant man I've ever met. He knows everything there's to know about the law. His mother 

is a music teacher. No wonder Nick is so talented. He's got a very good ear for music. He likes 

jazz and plays the piano very well.  

We spend a lot of time together. We often watch video or listen to music.  

Sometimes we go to the cinema or to the theatre, or walk around the centre of Moscow, 

visiting small cafes, museums, art galleries, shops. We talk for hours about all sorts of things 

(politics, love, teachers, girls). We discuss films, television programmes, books.  

I never quarrel with Nick. But if there's some misunderstanding between us we try to make 

peace as soon as possible. What I like best about him is that he is always willing to help and 

share his knowledge, thoughts and feelings. I respect him for his fairness, strong will, intellect 

and modesty.  

I miss Nick when we don't see each other for a long time. Without him I would feel lonely 

and uncomfortable. Our friendship helps me to feel strong and sure of myself.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Have you got a lot of friends?  

2. What is your best friend's name?  

3. How long have you been friends?  

4. Where does he (she) live?  

5. Do you often see each other?  

6. Where did you meet for the first time?  

7. What do you do in your free time?  

8. What do you usually talk about?  

9. Do you quarrel?  

10. What do you like best about your friend?  

11. Has he (she) got any shortcomings?  

12. Do you think friendship depends on shared interests — hobbies and leisure activities?  

13. Does it mean that if two people don't have common hobbies they can't be real friends?  

14. What features do you like (dislike) in people?  
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3. HOBBIES 
Hobbies differ like tastes. If you have chosen a hobby according to your character and taste 

you are lucky because your life becomes more interesting.  

Hobbies are divided into four large classes: doing things, making things, collecting things, 

and learning things.  

The most popular of all hobby groups is doing things. It includes a wide variety of activities, 

everything from gardening to travelling and from chess to volleyball.  

Gardening is one of the oldest of man's hobbies. It's a well-known fact that the English are 

very fond of gardening and growing flowers, especially roses.  

Both grown-ups and children are fond of playing different computer games. This is a 

relatively new hobby but it's becoming more and more popular.  

Making things includes drawing, painting, making sculpture, designing costumes, handicrafts. 

Two of the most famous hobby painters were President Eisenhower and Sir Winston Churchill. 

Some hobbyists write music or play musical instruments.  

Almost everyone collects something at some period in his life: stamps, coins, matchboxes, 

books, records, postcards, toys, watches. Some collections have no real value. Others become so 

large and so valuable that they are housed in museums and galleries. Many world-famous 

collections started in a small way with one or two items. People with a good deal of money often 

collect paintings, rare books and other art objects. Often such private collections are given to 

museums, libraries and public galleries so that others might take pleasure in seeing them.  

No matter what kind of hobby a person has, he always has the opportunity of learning from it. 

By reading about the things he is interested in, he is adding to what he knows. Learning things 

can be the most exciting aspect of a hobby.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Tastes differ. Can you say the same about hobbies?  

2. Have you chosen a hobby according to your character and taste?  

3. Which hobby groups do you know?  

4. The most popular hobby group is doing things, isn't it? What kind of activities does this 

group include?  

5. What do you know about gardening?  

6. Do you like computer games?  

7. Are you fond of making things?  

8. Do you know any famous hobbyists?  

9. Have you ever collected anything?  

10. What can be collected?  

11. Do you know of any private collections that were given to museums or art galleries?  

12. Do you agree that learning can be the most exciting aspect of a hobby?  
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4. MY FLAT 
Wе live in a new 16-storeyed block of flats in Strogino. It's situated in a very picturesque 

place not far from the Moskva River. There's a big supermarket on the ground floor and it's very 

convenient to do everyday shopping.  

Our flat is on the fifth floor. It's very comfortable and well-planned. We have all modern 

conveniences, such as central heating, electricity, gas, cold and hot running water and a 

telephone. There are three rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom and a hall in our flat. There's also a 

balcony and we can enjoy a lovely view of the river.  

The largest room in our flat is the living room and we use it as a dining room and as a sitting 

room. In the middle of the room there's a big table and six chairs round it. Opposite the window 

there's a wall unit with lots of books, a TV-set and a video cassette recorder. There are two 

comfortable armchairs and a small coffee table in the right-hand corner. There is also a sofa and 

an electric fire in our living room. We like the living room best of all, because in the evenings we 

gather there to have tea, watch TV, talk and rest.  

My room is the smallest room in our flat, but it's very cosy and light.  

There's a bed, a wardrobe, a desk, an armchair and several bookshelves in my room. There's a 

thick carpet on the floor. The walls in my room are lightbrown and there are some big posters on 

them. I like my room very much, but from time to time I change it round. I quite often move the 

bed and change the posters on the wall.  

Our kitchen is large and light. It's very well-equipped. We've got a refrigerator, a freezer, a 

microwave oven, a coffeemaker and a toaster. We haven't got a dishwasher yet, because it's very 

expensive. But I'm sure we'll buy it in the near future.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Do you live in a house or in a block of flats?  

2. Which floor is your flat on?  

3. Is your flat well-planned? Is it comfortable?  

4. How many rooms are there in your flat?  

5. Have you got a dining room (a sitting room, a study)?  

6. Where do you usually have your meals?  

7. Is there much furniture in your flat? Do you change it round from time to time?  

8. What is there in your room?  

9. Are there any pictures on the walls of your flat?  

10. What colour are the walls in your room?  

11. What is your kitchen like?  

12. How often do you redecorate the rooms?  
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5. MY MEALS 
It goes without saying that I prefer to have meals at home. At the weekend I like to get up late 

and have a good breakfast of scrambled eggs, or pancakes, or something like that. But on 

weekdays I'm always short of time in the morning. So I just have a cup of strong tea or coffee 

and a couple of sandwiches.  

As I spend a lot of time at school (usually eight or nine hours) it's necessary to have a snack at 

midday just to keep me going. That's why I have to go to the school canteen to have lunch. Our 

school canteen leaves much to be desired. It has become a tradition with our canteen to serve 

chops and watery mashed potatoes every day with a glass of cocoa or stewed fruit.  

But I enjoy my evening meal at home. My mother is a wonderful cook and her dinners are 

always delicious and various.  

To begin with, we usually have some salad - - tomato and cucumber salad or mixed salad (I 

like it very much). For the first course we have some soup — noodle, mushroom or cabbage 

soup, or maybe some fish soup for a change. For the main course we have meat, chicken or fish 

dishes, for example, steak or fried fish with spaghetti or potatoes (boiled or fried). We also have 

a lot of vegetables — green peas, carrots, tomatoes, cucumbers. I prefer meat to fish but my 

mother makes me eat fish from time to time. She says it's good for my brains.  

For dessert we have some fruit, fruit juice or just a cup of tea with a slice of cake.  

On Sundays we sometimes go to McDonald's. I like everything there: cheeseburgers, 

hamburgers and Big Macs, apple pies and fruit cocktails. But unfortunately we can't afford to go 

there very often, because it's rather expensive for a family and besides, they say it's not very 

healthy to eat at McDonald's.  

 

 

Questions  

1. How many meals a day do you usually have?  

2. What do you usually have for breakfast?  

3. Where do you have lunch (dinner)?  

4. How many courses does your lunch (dinner) usually consist of?  

5. What is your favourite dish?  

6. What vegetables do you like?  

7. What do you usually have for dessert?  

8. How often do you eat out?  

9. Have you ever eaten at McDonald's?  

10. Some people say that eating at a restaurant is a waste of money. Do you agree?  

11. Can you cook?  

12. Do you agree that the best cooks in the world are men?  
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6. AT THE DOCTOR'S 
Is there anything more important than health? I don't think so. "Health is the greatest wealth," 

wise people say. You can't be good at your studies or work well when you are ill.  

If you have a headache, heartache, toothache, backache, earache or bad pain in the stomach, if 

you complain of a sore throat or a bad cough, if you run a high temperature and have a bad cold 

in your head, or if you suffer from high or low blood pressure, I think you should consult a 

doctor.  

The doctor will examine your throat, feel your pulse, test your blood pressure, take your 

temperature, sound your heart and lungs, test your eyes, check your teeth or have your chest X-

rayed.  

After that he will prescribe some treatment, pills, tablets or some other medicine which we 

can buy at the chemist's. He will recommend you to stay in bed for some time, because there 

might be serious complications. The only thing you have to do is to follow his recommendations.  

Speaking about doctors' recommendations, I can't help telling you one funny story.  

An old gentleman came to see the doctor. The man was very ill. He complained of weakness, 

insomnia, memory loss and serious problems with his heart, lungs and liver. The doctor 

examined the patient and said that no medicine could cure his desease.  

Do you want to know what the doctor's advice was?  

He told his patient to go to a quiet place for a month and have a good rest. He also advised 

him to eat a lot of meat, drink two glasses of red wine every day and take long walks. In other 

words, the doctor recommended him to follow the rule: "Eat at pleasure, drink with measure and 

enjoy life as it is."  

The doctor also said that if the man wanted to be well again, he shouldn't smoke more than 

one cigarette a day.  

A month later the gentleman came into the doctor's office. He looked cheerful and happy. He 

thanked the doctor and said that he had never felt a healthier man.  

"But you know, doctor," he said, "it's not easy to begin smoking at my age."  

 

 

Questions  

1. Do you agree with the saying "Health is the greatest wealth"?  

2. The doctor recommended his patient to follow the rule: "Eat at pleasure, drink with 

measure and enjoy life as it is." What do you think of this piece of advice?  

3. When were you last ill? What did you complain of?  

4. Did you see the doctor?  

5. Did you have to stay in bed?  

6. What treatment did the doctor prescribe?  

7. How long did it take you to get well?  

8. Have you ever had complications after a disease? Which did you take harder, the disease 

itself or the complications after it?  

9. What do you usually do when you have a headache?  

10. How often do you go to the dentist to check your teeth?  

11. How long does it usually take you to recover from cold?  

12. Have you ever been operated on? Was it serious? 
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7. MY FAVOURITE SEASON 
There are four seasons in a year: spring, summer, autumn and winter. Every season is 

beautiful in its own way.  

When spring comes nature awakens from its long winter sleep. The days become longer and 

the nights become shorter. The ground is covered with emeraldgreen grass and spring flowers. 

The air is fresh, the sky is blue and cloudless, and the sun shines brightly. The trees are in full 

blossom. The nightingale begins to sing its lovely songs, and sweet melodies may be heard from 

every wood and park. The days are warm and everything is full of life and joy.  

Spring is followed by summer. The weather is usually fine in summer, but it can be very hot, 

especially in July. Sometimes there are storms with thunder and lightning. In summer people try 

to get away from the city noise and spend more time in the open air. They pick mushrooms and 

berries in the forest, swim in the rivers and lakes, go fishing and boating. Most people prefer to 

have their holidays in summer.  

Autumn begins in September. The days become shorter and the nights become longer. The 

leaves turn yellow, red and brown and fall to the ground.  

Most birds fly away to warm countries. There's a short spell of dry sunny weather in 

September which is called Indian Summer. It's a beautiful time when the sky is cloudless, the 

trees around are golden, the air is transparent and it's still warm. But gradually it gets colder and 

colder. It often rains in October and November which makes autumn an unpleasant season.  

In winter the sun sets early and rises late. The rivers and lakes are frozen over. Everything is 

covered with snow. Sometimes it's very cold, about 25-30 degrees below zero. Going out in such 

weather isn't very pleasant. Winter is a good time for sports. People go in for skating and skiing. 

Tobogganing is also popular, not as a kind of sports, but rather as fun.  

As for me, I like all seasons, but I think there's nothing like late spring.  

 

 

Questions  

1. How many seasons are there in a year?  

2. When does nature awaken from her long winter sleep?  

3. Why do we like spring so much?  

4. Why do people try to spend more time in the open air in summer?  

5. Is summer the best season for tourism?  

6. Where did you go last summer?  

7. Do you like Indian summer? Why?  

8. Do you like late autumn?  

9. What do you usually do on a nasty rainy day?  

10. What is the weather like in whiter?  

11. Do you go in for skating or skiing?  

12. Were you fond of playing snowballs and making snowmen when you were a child?  

13. Most people prefer summer to any other season of the year. What about you?  

14. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each season? 
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8. TRAVELLING 
Millions of people all over the world spend their holidays travelling. They travel to see other 

countries and continents, modern cities and the ruins of ancient towns, they travel to enjoy 

picturesque places, or just for a change of scene. It's always interesting to discover new things, 

different ways of life, to meet different people, to try different food, to listen to different musical 

rhythms.  

Those who live in the country like to go to a big city and spend their time visiting museums 

and art galleries, looking at shop windows and dining at exotic restaurants. City-dwellers usually 

like a quiet holiday by the sea or in the mountains, with nothing to do but walk and bathe and 

laze in the sun.  

Most travellers and holiday-makers take a camera with them and take pictures of everything 

that interests them — the sights of a city, old churches and castles, views of mountains, lakes, 

valleys, plains, waterfalls, forests; different kinds of trees, flowers and plants, animals and birds.  

Later, perhaps years later, they will be reminded by the photos of the happy time they have 

had.  

People travel by train, by plane, by boat and by car.  

All means of travel have their advantages and disadvantages. And people choose one 

according to their plans and destinations.  

If we are fond of travelling, we see and learn a lot of things that we can never see or learn at 

home, though we may read about them in books and newspapers, and see pictures of them on 

TV. The best way to study geography is to travel, and the best way to get to know and 

understand people is to meet them in their own homes.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Are you fond of travelling?  

2. Why do people travel?  

3. Why do people take a camera with them? What do they usually photograph?  

4. What do we see and learn while travelling?  

5. Do you agree that travelling broadens our minds?  

6. How do different people spend their holidays?  

7. What means of travel do you know? What are their advantages and disadvantages?  

8. What places have you visited?  

9. Have you ever taken a holiday cruise ([kru:z] круиз) along the Black Sea coast or down the 

Volga?  

10. Some people prefer to travel on their own and hate travelling in a group. What about you?  

11. What countries would you like to visit?  

12. Do you like to explore new places?  

13. If someone invited you to spend a week on a desert island, would you agree?  

14. Do you believe that one day people will be able to travel hi space?  

15. Would you like to go to Mars or some other planet?  
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9. MASS MEDIA 
The mass media play an important part in our lives. Newspapers, radio and especially TV 

inform us of what is going on in this world and give us wonderful possibilities for education and 

entertainment. They also influence the way we see the world and shape our views.  

Of course, not all newspapers and TV programmes report the events objectively, but serious 

journalists and TV reporters try to be fair and provide us with reliable information.  

It is true that the world today is full of dramatic events and most news seems to be bad news. 

But people aren't interested in ordinary events. That is why there are so many programmes and 

articles about natural disasters, plane crashes, wars, murders and robberies. Good news doesn't 

usually make headlines. Bad news does.  

Some people say that journalists are given too much freedom. They often intrude on people's 

private lives. They follow celebrities and print sensational stories about them which are untrue or 

half-true. They take photos of them in their most intimate moments. The question is — should 

this be allowed?  

The main source of news for millions of people is television. People like TV news because 

they can see everything with their own eyes. And that's an important advantage. Seeing, as we 

know, is believing. Besides, it's much more difficult for politicians to lie in front of the cameras 

than on the pages of newspapers.  

Still, many people prefer the radio. It's good to listen to in the car, or in the open air, or when 

you do something about the house.  

Newspapers don't react to events as quickly as TV, but they usually provide us with extra 

detail, comment and background information.  

The Internet has recently become another important source of information.  

Its main advantage is that news appears on the screen as soon as things happen in real life and 

you don't have to wait for news time on TV.  

 

Questions  

1. Do the media play an important part in your life?  

2. Do you think that the media influence our life?  

3. Millions of people get most of their news from television. What about you?  

4. Do you read newspapers?  

5. When do you usually listen to the radio?  

6. Do you agree that most news we get from the media is bad news?  

7. Do you think it would be nice if all news printed in newspapers and shown on TV was 

good news?  

8. Do you think that journalists are given too much freedom?  

9. If people have died in a plane crash, should their bodies be shown on TV?  

10. How do paparazzi ([,paepa'raetsi]) earn their living?  

11. Are you interested in politics? Don't you think that some politicians use the media to 

influence their voters (['vautaz] избиратели)?  

12. What is the main advantage of the Internet?  
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10. THE BRITISH PRESS 
Probably in no other country are there such great differences between the various national 

daily newspapers — in the type of news they report and the way they report it.  

On the one hand, there are the "quality" newspapers: The Times, The Independent, The 

Guardian, the Financial Times and The Daily Telegraph. These concern themselves, as far as 

possible, with factual reports of major national and international events, with the world of 

politics and business and with the arts and sport. 

On the other hand, there are the "populars" and "tabloids," so-called because of their smaller 

size. The tabloids — the most widely read of which are The Daily Mail, The Daily Express, the 

Daily Mirror, The Sun and The Daily Star — concentrate on more emotive reporting of stories 

often featuring sex, violence, the Royal Family, film and pop stars, and sport. It's often said that 

the popular press aims to entertain its readers rather than inform them.  

The tabloid press is much more popular than the quality press.  

In some countries, newspapers are owned by government or by political parties. This is not 

the case in Britain. Newspapers here are mostly owned by individuals or by publishing 

companies, and the editors of the papers are usually allowed considerate freedom of expression. 

This is not to say that newspapers are without political bias. Papers like The Daily Telegraph, 

The Daily Express and  

The Sun, for example, usually reflect Conservative opinions in their comment and reporting, 

while the Daily Mirror and The Guardian have a more left-wing bias.  

In addition to the 12 national daily newspapers there are nine national papers which are 

published on Sundays. Most of the "Sundays" contain more reading matter than daily papers, and 

several of them also include "colour supplements" — separate colour magazines which contain 

photographicallyillustrated feature articles. Reading a Sunday paper, like having a big Sunday  

lunch, is an important tradition in many British households.  

Besides, nearly every area in Britain has one or more local newspapers.  

The British are one of the biggest newspaper-reading nations in the world.  

 

 

Questions  

1. What "quality" newspapers do you know?  

2. What do they concern themselves with?  

3. What does a "tabloid" mean?  

4. What "popular" newspapers do you know?  

5. It's often said that the aim of the popular press is to entertain its readers rather than inform 

them. What kind of materials do these newspapers concentrate on?  

6. Are "quality" papers more popular than "tabloids"?  

7. In some countries, newspapers are owned by government or by political parties. What 

about Britain?  

8. What's the difference between daily newspapers and "Sundays"?  

9. What does a "colour supplement" mean?  

10. Are the British one of the biggest newspaper-reading nations in the world?  
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11.  LIBRARIES 
The word library comes from the Latin word liber, meaning "a book". This is a place where 

information in print (books, manuscripts, periodicals and musical scores) and in other forms is 

collected and arranged to serve people of all ages and interests.  

Libraries appeared in ancient times in Egypt, Assyria, Greece and Rome.  

Perhaps the most famous library of that early day was at Alexandria. It was found by Ptolomy 

I. Ptolomy ordered the librarians to collect all Greek texts as well as manuscripts in other 

languages from every part of the known world. By the middle of the 1st century BC there were 

about 700,000 papyrus rolls in the library.  

The first libraries in Russia were established in medieval monasteries.  

Public libraries were opened in the 19th century at the Academy of Sciences and Moscow 

University.  

The library today is a centre for all kinds of communications: printed, pictured, recorded, and 

even electronically stored. People go to the library to read, look, listen, search, inquire, relax, 

discuss, learn, and think.  

Libraries can be found in many places. There are libraries in small towns and large cities, and 

there are libraries in schools, universities, colleges.  

The largest and best known libraries in the world are: the British National Library in London, 

the Library of Congress in Washington and the Russian State Library.  

The national libraries of different countries keep in touch and exchange books and 

information.  

Most libraries have a professionally educated staff whose first duty is to help you. Librarians 

also select and purchase books and other materials, organize materials so that you can easily use 

them, answer questions about facts, people, events, or advise you how to find the information 

you need.  

Many people have books at home. These are the books of their favourite authors, dictionaries 

and reference books and the like. My family also has a home library. It was my grandfather who 

started to collect it at the beginning of this century. There are over two thousand books in it. The 

authors I like most of all are Chekhov, Bulgakov, Fitzgerald, Cortasar and others.  

 

 

Questions  

1. What word does the word "library" come from?  

2. What is a library?  

3. Where did the first libraries appear?  

4. What do you know about the famous library at Alexandria?  

5. What is the library today?  

6. Where can libraries be found?  

7. Why do people go to libraries?  

8. What are the famous libraries of the world?  

9. What do we call the people who help us in libraries?  

10. Have you got any books at home?  

11. Who are your favourite authors?  

12. Do you often borrow books from the library?  
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12.  WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 
William Shakespeare, the greatest and most famous of English writers, and probably the 

greatest playwright who has ever lived, was born on the 23d of April, 1564, in Stratford-on-

Avon. In spite of his fame we know very little about his life. At the age of six he was sent to 

school, but had to leave it at the age of 13. His father, John Shakespeare, was a glove-maker, and 

when he fell into debt, William had to help him in the trade.  

Just what William did between his fourteenth and eighteenth year isn't known. At the age of 

eighteen, he married Anne Hathaway. Ann was eight years older than her husband and the 

marriage wasn't a happy one.  

When Shakespeare was twenty-one, he went to London. We don't know why he left Stratford-

on-Avon.  

There is a story that Shakespeare's first job in London was holding rich men's horses at the 

theatre door. But nobody can be sure that this story is true.  

Later, Shakespeare became an actor and a member of a very successful acting company. It's 

highly probable that The Comedy of Errors, Romeo and Juliet and some other plays by 

Shakespeare were performed for the first time on this stage.  

Very soon, however, the actors were told that they could no longer use the land that their 

theatre was built on and the company had nowhere else to perform. There is a story that in the 

dead of night the whole acting troop took down their theatre, timber by timber, brick by brick. 

They carried it across the river and rebuilt it. The new theatre was called the Globe.  

Shakespeare's Globe was rather different from modern theatres. The plays were performed in 

the open air and the audience got wet if it rained. There was no scenery, very few props, and the 

only lighting was the daylight that came from the open roof above. Women in those days weren't 

allowed to act in public and all the parts (even Juliet!) were played by men. Much of the 

audience stood to watch the performance and moved around, talking with each other and 

throwing fruit at the stage if they didn't like something.  

Shakespeare wrote 37 plays: 10 tragedies (such as Hamlet, King Lear, Othello, Macbeth), 17 

comedies (such as As You Like It, Twelfth Night, Much Ado About Nothing), 10 historical 

plays (such as Henry IV, Richard III.). He also left 7 books of poems.  

Most of Shakespeare's plays were not published in his lifetime. So some of them may have 

been lost in the fire when the Globe burnt down in 1613.  

Shakespeare spent the last years of his life at Stratford, where he died, ironically, on the same 

date as his birthday, the 23d of April, 1616. He was buried in the church of Stratford. A 

monument was erected to the memory of the great playwright in the Poet's Corner in 

Westminster Abbey. In 1997, Shakespeare's Globe was restored.  

 

Questions  

1. The last half of the 16th and the beginning of the 17th centuries are known as the age of 

Shakespeare. Can you explain why?  

2. When was Shakespeare born?  

3. He lived in Stratford-on-Avon until he was twenty-one, didn't he? Why did he leave 

Stratford?  

4. What was his first job in London?  

5. Why did the acting company decide to build a new theatre?  

6. In what way was Shakespeare's Globe different from modem theatres?  

7. How many plays did Shakespeare write?  

8. Have you read any of his plays?  

9. What happened to the Globe?  

10. When was the Globe restored?  

11. When did Shakespeare die?  

12. Is Shakespeare famous in Russia? 
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13. AGATHA CHRISTIE 
Agatha Christie is known all over the world as the Queen of Crime. She wrote 78 crime 

novels, 19 plays and 6 romantic novels under the name of Mary Westmacott. Her books have 

been translated into 103 foreign languages.  

She is the third best-selling author in the world (after Shakespeare and the Bible). Many of her 

novels and short stories have been filmed. The Mousetrap, her most famous play, is now the 

longest-running play in history.  

Agatha Christie was born at Torquay, Devonshire. She was educated at home and took 

singing lessons in Paris. She began writing at the end of the First World War. Her first novel, 

The Mysterious Affair at Styles, was published in 1920. That was the first appearance of Hercule 

Poirot, who became one of the most popular private detectives since Sherlock Holmes. This little 

Belgian with the egg-shaped head and the passion for order amazes everyone by his powerful 

intellect and his brilliant solutions to the most complicated crimes.  

Agatha Christie became generally recognised in 1926, after the publishing of her novel The 

Murder of Roger Ackroyd. It's still considered her masterpiece.  

When Agatha Cristie got tired of Hercule Poirot she invented Miss Marple, a deceptively mild 

old lady with her own method of investigation.  

Her last Poirot book, Curtain, appeared shortly before her death, and her last Miss Marple 

story, Sleeping Murder, and her autobiography were published after her death.  

Agatha Christie's success with millions of readers lies in her ability to combine clever plots 

with excellent character drawing, and a keen sense of humour with great powers of observation. 

Her plots always mislead the reader and keep him in suspense. He cannot guess who the criminal 

is. Fortunately, evil is always conquered in her novels.  

Agatha Christie's language is simple and good and it's pleasant to read her books in the 

original.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Some people say that reading detective stories is a waste of time. Are you of the same 

opinion?  

2. What famous detective-story writers do you know?  

3. Agatha Christie's novels have been translated into 103 languages. Shakespeare's plays have 

been translated into 14 languages. Do you know why?  

4. When was Agatha Christie's first novel published?  

5. When did general recognition come to her?  

6. Can you describe Hercule Poirot?  

7. What were Agatha Christie's last novels?  

8. Why are her books so popular with the readers?  

9. Have you read any books by Agatha Christie? Did you read them in the original or in 

translation?  

10. Have you seen any films based on her novels?  
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14. TRETYAKOV GALLERY 
The State Tretyakov Gallery is one of the best-known picture galleries in Russia. It takes its 

name from its founder Pavel Tretyakov, a Moscow merchant and art connoisseur.  

In the mid-19th century, Tretyakov began to collect Russian paintings.  

He visited all the exhibitions and art studios and bought the best pictures of contemporary 

artists. He was especially fond of the works of the Peredvizhniki (or Wanderers) — the artists 

who belonged to the Society of Travelling Art Exhibitions. Little by little Tretyakov extended his 

range of interest and began to collect earlier Russian paintings. More than once he had to add 

wings to his house in Lavrushinsky Pereulok, because his collection grew larger and larger.  

In 1881 Pavel Tretyakov opened his collection to the public. 11 years later he donated it to the 

city of Moscow. Since then the gallery has received hundreds of pictures from other museums 

and private collections.  

The Tretyakov Gallery reflects the whole history of Russian art, from the 11th century to the 

present day.  

It has a rich collection of old Russian icons. The world-famous icon is The Trinity, painted in 

the early 15th century by Andrei Rublev.  

The gallery contains halls devoted to the magnificent works of such 18th-century celebrities 

as Rokotov, Levitsky, Borovikovsky, Shchedrin.  

The first half of the 19th century is represented by brilliant paintings by Bryullov, Tropinin, 

Ivanov, Venetsianov. The second half of the 19th century is especially well represented. The 

gallery has the best collection of the Peredvizhniki, such as Kramskoy, Perov, Ghe, Yaroshenko, 

Myasoyedov, and others. Linked with the Peredvizhniki are such great names in Russian art as 

Surikov, Repin, Vereshchagin, Vasnetsov, Levitan. There you can see historical paintings, 

portraits, still-lifes, landscapes, seascapes, etc.  

Further on we find the cream of turn-of-the century Russian art: Serov, Vrubel, Kustodiev...  

Canvases of modern painters are housed in the new building situated on Krymskaya 

Naberezhnaya (Crimean Embankment).  

The Tretyakov Gallery is not only Russia's biggest and most important museum of Russian 

Art. It's also a research, cultural and educational centre.  

 

 

Questions  

1. When did Pavel Tretyakov begin to collect Russian paintings?  

2. Whose works was he especially fond of?  

3. What do you know about the Peredvizhniki?  

4. Where did Tretyakov keep his collection?  

5. When did he open his collection to the public?  

6. What did Tretyakov do with his collection?  

7. Who was The Trinity painted by?  

8. Do you know any other famous icon-painters?  

9. What 18th century portrait-painters do you know?  

10. Why is the second half of the 19th century especially well represented at the Gallery?  

11. What great Russian names are linked with the Peredvizhniki?  

12. What tum-of-the-century Russian artists do you know?  

13. Where are canvases of modern painters housed?  

14. When did you last go to the Tretyakov Gallery?  

15. Who are your favourite Russian painters? 
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15.  VALENTIN SEROV 
One of my favourite artists is Valentin Serov. When I first saw his famous pictures - - the Girl 

with Peaches and the Girl in the Sunlight - - in the Tretyakov Gallery, frankly speaking, I wasn't 

too impressed. The girls seemed quite ordinary and I couldn't understand what was so special 

about these portraits.  

Some years later I happened to be in Abramtsevo, where these two pictures had been painted. 

It's a very beautiful place. Abramtsevo belonged to Savva Mamontov, a well known patron of 

arts. Our guide told us about the people who had been invited there. It seemed that all artists, 

actors and writers of that period had stayed at Abramtsevo or at least visited it.  

When I went to the Tretyakov Gallery after that and looked at the Girl with Peaches again, I 

suddenly remembered that day in Abramtsevo, and for the first time I noticed the play of light 

and shade in the picture, the atmosphere of a sunny summer day.  

It's surprising that Serov painted this picture when he was only 22 years old. I read 

somewhere that at the time he had not seen the works of French Impressionists, who tried to 

catch the sunlight and the air and transfer it to the canvas. But he managed to do it perfectly.  

Serov was born in 1865. His father was a well-known composer and the boy grew up in the 

atmosphere of creative activity. His first art teacher was Repin, who noticed that the boy could 

catch the likeness of a model often more quickly and surely than older artists.  

Later Serov studied at the Academy of Fine Arts and graduated from it when he was 20.  

For several years he taught at Moscow School of Painting Sculpture and Architecture. But 

teaching did not interfere with his painting. Probably now he would be called a workaholic. He 

painted almost 700 canvases, though, unfortunately, his life was not very long — he died in 

1911.  

He was a brilliant landscape painter, he created genre scenes, but he is mostly remembered as 

a portraitist. The list of his portraits reads as "who-iswho" in Russian culture of the late 19th and 

early 20th centuries. He painted Sawa Mamontov, Konstantin Korovin, Ilya Repin, Isaak 

Levitan, Nikolai  

Leskov, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, the great actress Yermolova ... The list can be continued. 

And practically all his portraits are excellent from the technicalpoint of view — the colours, the 

composition, but there is more than that - they show people's personality.  

 

 

Questions  

1. What is Abramtsevo famous for?  

2. Who did Sawa Mamontov invite to Abramtsevo?  

3. When was Valentin Serov born?  

4. Who was his first teacher?  

5. Where did Serov study?  

6. How old was he when he painted the Girl with Peaches!  

7. How many canvases did he paint?  

8. What kind of pictures did Serov paint?  

9. Can you name any of his famous portraits?  

10. Who is your favourite painter?  

11. Have you ever been to the Tretyakov Gallery?  

12. What kind of pictures do you prefer — portraits, landscapes, genre scenes?  

13. Somebody said that when an artist creates a portrait it is not a portrait of his sitter, but a 

portrait of the artist himself. Do you agree?  
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16. ISAAC LEVITAN 
Isaac Ilyich Levitan, the great Russian artist, became the first painter of the Russian scenery, 

who revealed all its beauty. He is a real poet of the Russian countryside. He continued and 

developed the traditions of painters of the Russian realistic school — Savrasov, Polenov, Serov. 

Levitan found significant meaning and poetry in what would seem the most everyday subjects.  

He is a very individual sort of painter. You can't but appreciate his paintings, because there is 

something in his landscapes that reflects our own moods.  

He deeply felt what he wished to express and his brush transferred these feelings to the 

canvas. It is interesting to note that a master of landscape, he never introduced figures into it. 

Though if you look at the Autumn Day in Sokolniki — everything seems to bring out the 

loneliness of the figure in the centre: the trees losing their leaves, the remote, indifferent sky, the 

path going off into the distance. But the fact is that it was not Levitan who painted the figure. It 

was Checkov's brother Nicolai who did it.  

His travels over the Volga region influenced Levitan's art, the impression made on him by the 

great Russian river was unforgettable. For his life and painting he chose Plyoss — a small 

beautiful town on the Volga. His paintings Evening, Golden Plyoss, After Rain reflect his love 

for nature.  

Last summer I visited Plyoss and saw the places where the great pictures were painted. Many 

people admire his pictures Deep Waters, Evening Bells, Springtime, The Last Snow and, of 

course, his famous Golden Autumn. All his paintings are very emotional, lyrical and realistic.  

In the closing years of his life Levitan made several journeys abroad to France, Italy and 

Germany where he painted a number of landscapes, although his best works of the period were 

devoted to Russia. He was only 40 when he died in 1900.  

Levitan's influence on the painters of lyrical landscapes was great.  

Levitan's feeling for nature, his great love for his native land, his ability to reveal and depict 

the poetry of the Russian land have won his paintings the love and gratitude of people.  

 

Questions  

1. What is Levitan famous for?  

2. Levitan is a very individual sort of painter. Can you prove it?  

3. What traditions did Levitan continue and develop?  

4. What place did Levitan choose for his life and painting?  

5. Did the Volga influence his art?  

6. How old was Levitan when he died?  

7. Why do so many people like his pictures?  

8. Who is your favourite Russian painter? 
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17.  MOZART 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart is one of the greatest composers ever born. Like Shakespeare, he 

stands at the summit of human achievement. In every form, from serenade to fugue, from piano 

concerto and symphony to the heights of grand opera, his music amazes, enchants and invades 

the memory.  

Thousands of books have been written about Mozart. Few lives have ever been so well 

documented as his, and yet he is one of the most mysterious figures in the world.  

Mozart was born in 1756 in Salzburg, Austria.  

He began playing the piano at 4, and when he was 5 years old, he already composed serious 

music. His father took him on tours of Western Europe and Italy and the boy was always a 

success.  

Then the prodigy ripened into genius. The genius conquered Vienna and the world. Mozart's 

fame was great. He met all the great figures of his time, from Haydn to Goethe, from George III 

to the luckless Marie Antoinette. But then he suddenly fell from favour. The Vienna aristocracy 

grew tired of him. He lost pupils and contracts, had to move from his comfortable house in the 

centre to a modest flat in the suburbs. The genius was forgotten.  

Mozart died in 1791, when he was only 35 years old. There's a legend that Mozart was 

poisoned by his rival composer Antonio Salieri. There's no truth in this legend, though it inspired 

many great poets, writers and composers. But it has been proved that in the last months of his 

life Mozart really believed that he was pursued by a spirit, "the grey messenger", who appeared 

and ordered him to write a requiem. In a state of depression Mozart imagined that he was to 

write the requiem for himself.  

Not long ago a 150-volume edition of Mozart's works was published.  

His works include 41 symphonies, nearly 30 piano concertos, 19 operas, a vast quantity of 

orchestral and other instrumental music, and volumes of church music (he wrote it mostly for 

financial reasons). His most famous operas are Don Giovanni, The Magic Flute and The 

Marriage of Figaro.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Why is Mozart so often compared with Shakespeare?  

2. Is Mozart's life well documented?  

3. When did he begin playing the piano?  

4. How old was he when he began composing serious music?  

5. Was Mozart's fame long?  

6. How did he spend the last years of his short life?  

7. Was Mozart poisoned?  

8. Have you read Pushkin's Mozart and Salieri? Do you remember the end of this "little 

tragedy"?  

9. Have you heard Rimsky-Korsakov's opera Mozart and Saliertf  

10. What made Mozart write his famous requiem?  

11. Mozart was an unusually prolific (плодовитый) composer, wasn't he? What kind of music 

did he write?  

12. What do you think of Mozart's music?  
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18. GREAT BRITAIN 
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland is situated on the British Isles. 

The British Isles consist of two large islands, Great Britain and Ireland, and about five thousand 

small islands. Their total area is over 244,000 square kilometres.  

The United Kingdom is made up of four countries: England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 

Ireland. Their capitals are London, Cardiff, Edinburgh and Belfast respectively. Great Britain 

consists of England, Scotland and Wales and does not include Northern Ireland. But in everyday 

speech "Great Britain" is used to mean the United Kingdom. The capital of the UK is London.  

The British Isles are separated from the continent by the North Sea and the English Channel. 

The western coast of Great Britain is washed by the Atlantic Ocean and the Irish Sea.  

Shakespeare called Britain a "precious stone set in the silver sea" because of its natural 

beauty. It has a varied countryside where you can find mountains, plains, valleys and sandy 

beaches. Ben Nevis in Scotland is the highest mountain, but it is only 1343 metres high.  

There are a lot of rivers in Great Britain, but they are not very long. The Severn is the longest 

river, while the Thames is the deepest and the most important one.  

The mountains, the Atlantic Ocean and the warm waters of Gulf Stream influence the climate 

of the British Isles. It is mild the whole year round.  

The UK is one of the world's smaller countries. Its population is over 58 million. About 80% 

of the population live in cities.  

The UK is a highly developed industrial country. It is known as one of the world's largest 

producers and exporters of machinery, electronics, textile, aircraft and navigation equipment. 

One of the chief industries of the country is shipbuilding.  

The UK is a constitutional monarchy. In law, the Head of State is the Queen.  

In practice, the Queen reigns, but does not rule. The country is ruled by the elected 

government with the Prime Minister at the head. The British Parliament consists of two 

chambers: the House of Lords and the House of Commons.  

There are three main political parties in Great Britain: the Labour, the Conservative and the 

Liberal parties. 

 

Questions  

1. The UK is an island state, isn't it? Where is it situated?  

2. What countries is the UK made of? What are their capitals?  

3. What channel separates the British Isles from the European continent?  

4. Who called Britain a "precious stone set in the silver sea"?  

5. The surface of the British Isles varies very much, doesn't it?  

6. What's the highest mountain on the British Isles?  

7. Are there a lot of long and deep rivers in Great Britain?  

8. Why is the climate of the British Isles mild?  

9. Is the UK a large country?  

10. What's the UK's population?  

11. The UK is a highly developed industrial country. What does it produce and export?  

12. The UK is a constitutional monarchy. What does it mean?  

 

18.а. CLIMATE AND WEATHER IN GREAT BRITAIN 
The climate in Great Britain is mild and temperate due to the influence of the Gulf Stream.  

The British often say: "Other countries have a climate; in England we have weather." The 

weather in Britain is very changeable. A fine morning can change into a wet afternoon and 

evening. And a nasty morning can change to a fine afternoon. That's why it is natural for the 

British to use the comparison "as changeable as the weather" of a person who often changes his 

mood or opinion about something.  

The British also say that they have three variants of weather: when it rains in the morning, 

when it rains in the afternoon or when it rains all day long.  
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The weather is the favourite conversational topic in England. When two Englishmen meet, 

their first words will be "How do you do?" or "How are you?" And after the reply "Very well, 

thank you; how are you?" the next remark is almost certain to be about the weather. When they 

go abroad the  

British often surprise people of other nationalities by this tendency to talk about the weather, a 

topic of conversation that other people do not find so interesting.  

The best time of the year in Britain is spring (of course, it rains in spring too).  

The two worst months in Britain are January and February. They are cold, damp and 

unpleasant. The best place in the world then is at home by the big fire.  

Summer months are rather cold and there can be a lot of rainy days. So most people who look 

forward to summer holidays, plan to go abroad for the summer — to France, Spain or some other 

place on the Continent.  

The most unpleasant aspect of British weather is fog and smog. This is extremely bad in big 

cities and especially in London.  

The fog spreads everywhere, it is in the streets and it creeps into the houses. Cars move along 

slowly, but still street accidents are frequent in the fog. People cannot see each other. They creep 

along the houses touching them with their hands not to lose their way or not to be run over by a 

car.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Why is the climate in Britain mild?  

2. The weather in Britain is very changeable, isn't it?  

3. What comparison do the British use when they want to describe a person whose mood and 

opinion changes very often?  

4. How often does it rain in Britain?  

5. The weather is the favourite conversational topic in England, isn't it? Do you find this topic 

of conversation interesting?  

6. What is the best time of the year in Britain?  

7. When do the British prefer to stay at home by the big fire?  

8. How do the British spend their short British summer?  

9. What do you know about London fogs?  

10. What kind of weather do you like best of all?  

11. Where do you get the weather forecast (['fo:ka:st] прогноз погоды) from? Do you always 

believe it?  

12. Which do you like better: when it's cold or hot?  

13. What is the weather like today?  

14. Do you know the weather forecast for tomorrow?  

15. What is the weather like in Russia in winter (summer, autumn, spring)?  
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19. THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
The Russian Federation is the largest country in the world. It occupies about one-seventh of 

the earth's surface. It covers the eastern part of Europe and the northern part of Asia. Its total area 

is about 17 million square kilometres.  

The country is washed by 12 seas of 3 oceans: the Pacific, the Arctic and the Atlantic. In the 

south Russia borders on China, Mongolia, Korea, Kazakhstan, Georgia and Azerbaijan. In the 

west it borders on Norway, Finland, the Baltic States, Belorussia, the Ukraine. It also has a sea-

border with the USA.  

There's hardly a country in the world where such a variety of scenery and vegetation can be 

found. We have steppes in the south, plains and forests in the midland, tundra and taiga in the 

north, highlands and deserts in the east.  

There are two great plains in Russia: the Great Russian Plain and the West Siberian Lowland. 

There are several mountain chains on the territory of the country: the Urals, the Caucasus, the 

Altai and others. The largest mountain chain, the Urals, separates Europe from Asia.  

There are over two million rivers in Russia. Europe's biggest river, the Volga, flows into the 

Caspian Sea. The main Siberian rivers - - the Ob, the Yenisei and the Lena — flow from the 

south to the north. The Amur in the Far East flows into the Pacific Ocean.  

Russia is rich in beautiful lakes. The world's deepest lake (1,600 metres) is Lake Baikal. It's 

much smaller than the Baltic Sea, but there's much more water in it than in the Baltic Sea. The 

water in the lake is so clear that if you look down you can count the stones on the bottom.  

Russia has one-sixth of the world's forests. They are concentrated in the European north of the 

country, in Siberia and in the Far East.  

On the vast territory of the country there are various types of climate, from arctic in the north 

to subtropical in the south. In the middle of the country the climate is temperate and continental.  

Russia is very rich in oil, coal, iron ore, natural gas, copper, nickel and other mineral 

resources.  

Russia is a parliamentary republic. The Head of State is the President.  

The legislative powers are exercised by the Duma.  

The capital of Russia is Moscow. It's its largest political, scientific, cultural and industrial 

centre. It's one of the oldest Russian cities.  

At present, the political and economic situation in the country is rather complicated. The 

industrial production is decreasing. The prices are constantly rising, the rate of inflation is rather 

high. People are losing their jobs because many factories and plants are going bankrupt.  

But in spite of the problems Russia is facing at present, there are a lot of opportunities for this 

country to become one of the leading countries in the world. I'm sure that we, the younger 

generation, can do very much to make Russia as strong and powerful as it used to be.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Where is the Russian Federation situated?  

2. What is the total area of the country?  

3. What countries does Russia border on?  

4. What mountain chain separates Europe from Asia?  

5. How many rivers are there in Russia?  

6. Which is the longest river in Europe?  

7. What do you know about Lake Baikal?  

8. Do you know what strait separates Russia from America?  

9. What mineral resources is the Russian Federation rich in?  

10. What is the climate like in Russia?  

11. What can you say about the present economic situation in Russia?  

12. What great Russians do you know?  
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20. LONDON 
London is the capital of Great Britain, its political, economic and commercial centre. It's one 

of the largest cities in the world and the largest city in Europe. Its population is about 8 million.  

London is one of the oldest and most interesting cities in the world.  

Traditionally it's divided into several parts: the City, Westminster, the West End and the East 

End. They are very different from each other and seem to belong to different towns and epochs.  

The heart of London is the City, its financial and business centre.  

Numerous banks, offices and firms are situated there, including the Bank of England, the 

Stock Exchange and the Old Bailey. Few people live here, but over a million people come to the 

City to work. There are some famous ancient buildings within the City. Perhaps the most striking 

of them is St Paul's Cathedral, the greatest of British churches. It was built in the 17th century by 

Sir Christopher Wren. The Tower of London was founded by Julius Caesar and in 1066 rebuilt 

by William the Conqueror. It was used as a fortress, a royal palace and a prison. Now it's a 

museum.  

Westminster is the historic, the governmental part of London.  

Westminster Abbey has more historic associations than any other building in Britain. Nearly 

all English kings and queens have been crowned here. Many outstanding statesmen, scientists, 

writers, poets and painters are buried here: Newton, Darwin, Chaucer, Dickens, Tennyson, 

Kipling.  

Across the road from Westminster Abbey is Westminster Palace, or the Houses of Parliament, 

the seat of the British Parliament. The Clock Tower of the Houses of Parliament is famous for its 

big hour bell, known as "Big Ben".  

Buckingham Palace is the official residence of the Queen.  

The West End is the richest and most beautiful part of London. It's the symbol of wealth and 

luxury. The best hotels, shops, restaurants, clubs, and theatres are situated there. There are 

splendid houses and lovely gardens belonging to wealthy people.  

Trafalgar Square is the geographical centre of London. It was named in memory of Admiral 

Nelson's victory in the battle of Trafalgar in 1805. The tall Nelson's Column stands in the middle 

of the square.  

On the north side of Trafalgar Square is the National Gallery and the National Portrait 

Gallery. Not far away is the British Museum - - the biggest museum in London. It contains a 

priceless collection of ancient manuscripts, coins, sculptures, etc, and is famous for its library.  

The East End was once the poorest district of London — with lots of factories and docks, 

narrow streets and unimpressive buildings. Today, the district is changing very fast. There are 

huge offices and new blocks of flats in the East End.  

 

 

Questions  

1. Is London the largest city in the world?  

2. What's the population of London?  

3. Traditionally London is divided into several parts. Can you name them?  

4. What do you know about the City?  

5. Who was St Paul's Cathedral built by?  

6. Who founded the Tower of London? When was it rebuilt?  

7. What is Westminster Abbey famous for?  

8. Where does the British Parliament sit?  

9. What is Big Ben?  

10. Why was Trafalgar Square named so?  

11. Why does Buckingham Palace attract so many tourists?  

12. What are the most famous London museums and art galleries?  
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ДОПОЛНИТЕЛЬНЫЕ ТЕКСТЫ 

21.  HOLIDAYS IN THE USA 
American holidays are strikingly different in origin and show surprising similarities in the 

manner of their celebration. No matter what the holiday’s origin is, they all seem to be the same 

thing. A holiday has simply become, for most Americans, a day off from work, though some (for 

example, Thanksgiving and Christmas) retain some individuality.  

The major holidays in the USA are:  

New Year’s Day, January, 1
st
:  

People stay awake until after midnight on December 31
st
 to “watch the Old Year out and the 

New Year in.” Many parties are given on this night. Theatres, night clubs, restaurants are 

crowded.  

When midnight comes, they greet the New Year: people gather in the streets of big cities, they 

ring bells, blow whistles and automobile horns, some shoot off guns and firecrackers.  

Valentine’s Day, February, 14
th

:  

It is not a national holiday. Banks and offices do not close, but it is a happy little festival in 

honour of St Valentine, patron of sweethearts and lovers. It is widely celebrated among people of 

all ages by the exchange of “valentines.” A “valentine” may mean a special greeting card or a 

little present. The greeting cards are often coloured red, have red trimmings and pictures of 

hearts.  

Washington’s Birthday, February, 22
d
:  

In addition to commemorating the birth of the United States’ first President, it’s a great day 

for shoppers. The department stores of Washington, DC, stated a national tradition of sales 

marked by unusual bargains.  

It is not a national holiday. Many schools, offices and banks close for this day, some stay 

open. The US Congress observes the birthday of George Washington with speeches and readings 

from his works.  

Easter:  

Easter is in memory of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. It falls on the first Sunday after the 

first full moon between March, 22, and April, 25. The 40 days before Easter are called Lent. Just 

before Easter, schools and colleges usually close. Students have a week or ten days of spring 

vacation.  

Easter is a church holiday, and many churches have an outdoor sunrise service.  

People give each other presents of coloured or even decorated eggs which are the symbol of 

new life. There is a popular belief that wearing three new things on Easter will bring good luck 

throughout the year.  

Memorial Day, May, 30
th

:  

It is a national holiday. Schools, banks and offices close for the day. On that day, Americans 

honour the servicemen who gave their lives in past wars. Schools, clubs and churches decorate 

the cemeteries. They put up the flags on the graves of the army, navy and airmen. They hold 

memorial services in churches, halls, parks and cemeteries.  

In addition to solemn services Memorial Day is often marked by other, more joyful 

ceremonies: colourful parades, sports competitions.  

Independence Day, July, 4
th

:  

On this day, in 1776, America signed the Declaration of Independence. It is a national public 

holiday celebrated with fireworks and speeches praising “Americanism, democracy, free 

enterprise”.  

Labor Day, the first Monday in September:  

It is a holiday of recreation. It marks the end of summer and the beginning of autumn. 

Vacation time is over. Resorts, camps and beaches close ... Parents go to summer camps and take 

their children back home.  

Halloween, October, 31
st
:  
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Halloween is the day or evening before All Saints’ Day. Halloween customs date back to a 

time when people believed in devils, witches and ghosts. They thought that these evil spirits 

could do all kinds of damage to property. Some people tried to ward off witches by painting 

magic signs on their barns. Others tried to scare them away by nailing a piece of iron, such as a 

horseshoe, over the door.  

Now most people do not believe in evil spirits. On this day they just have a nice holiday. 

Children dress up as ghosts and witches and go out into the streets to beg.  

They go from house to house and say: “Trick of treat!”, meaning “Give me a treat or I’ll play 

a trick on you”. People give them candy, cookies and apples.  

A favourite custom is to make a jack-o’-lantem. Children scrape out a pumpkin and cut the 

outlines of eyes, nose and mouth in its side. They light a candle inside the pumpkin to scare their 

friends. This custom refers to a man named Jack who still wanders around the earth lighting his 

way with a pumpkin lantern.  

Veterans Day:  

On this day, the radio and television broadcast services held at the National Cemetery in 

Arlington. High officials come from Washington to attend these services.  

They place a wreath of flowers at the tomb of the Unknown Soldier. All stand in silence for a 

few minutes at eleven o’clock to honour the memory of the servicemen killed in the two World 

Wars.  

Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in November:  

In the USA it is a national holiday. It was first celebrated in 1621 by the Pilgrim Fathers after 

their first good harvest.  

Thanksgiving is a family day, for it is customary for all members of the family to gather at the 

home of their parents. The family eats a large traditional dinner, usually with turkey, cranberry 

sauce and pumpkin pie.  

Christmas Day, December, 25
th

:  

It is usually a one-day official holiday, but it is preceded and followed by festive parties, and 

marked by special church services, gift-giving and feasting.  

Christmas is a family holiday. Schools and colleges close between Christmas and New-Year’s 

Day. People stay at home and spend the time with their families.  

Everybody tries to come home for Christmas. People send cards or Christmas greetings to 

family and friends away from home. Every family tries to have a Christmas tree, which is 

beautifully decorated. Santa Claus comes from the North Pole in his sleigh, dressed in red cap 

and jacket, entering the house from chimney. He is a merry and fat individual. He has gifts of 

whatever kind you may wish for — nothing is too fabulous nor too trivial for him to provide.  

 

 

22.  HAPPY BIRTHDAY, AMERICA! 
July 4m, or Independence Day, is the most important American holiday. It's the birthday of 

the United States of America. On this day, in 1776, America signed the Declaration of 

Independence and started the fight for freedom from British rule.  

Before 1776., the King of England, George III, ruled the thirteen colonies in America. The 

colonists were tired of the taxes that George III imposed on them. "We have no representation in 

the British Parliament," they said, "so what right does he have to tax us?" "No taxation without 

representation" became their battle cry.  

In 1767, the British government placed new taxes on tea and paper that the colonists imported 

from abroad. The colonists got angry and refused to pay. George III sent soldiers to keep order.  

In 1773, a group of colonists dressed up as Indians threw 342 chests of tea belonging to the 

East India Company into the waters of Boston harbour. King George didn't think it was funny. 

His reply to this "Boston tea party" was a set of laws to punish the colonists. Boston harbour was 

closed until the tea was paid for. More soldiers were sent there to keep order.  
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But the "Intolerable Acts", as the colonists called King George's laws, served only to unite the 

colonies against the British rule. The War of Independence began.  

On July 4, 1776, the colonists declared their independence from Britain. Led by Thomas 

Jefferson, the representatives of all thirteen colonies met in Philadelphia to sign the Declaration 

of Independence. A large part of it was written by Jefferson himself. The document stated that 

the colonies were now "free and independent states" and officially named them the United States 

of America. It also said that all men had a natural right to "life, liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness."  

The following day, copies of the Declaration of Independence were distributed and, on July 6, 

The Pennsylvania Evening Post became the first newspaper to print the extraordinary document. 

People celebrated the birth of a new nation.  

But the War of Independence dragged on until 1783 when the colonists finally won. The head 

of the Revolutionary army was George Washington, who later became the first President of the 

United States of America. In 1783, Independence Day was made an official holiday.  

Today, the country's birthday is widely celebrated with parades, public meetings, patriotic 

music and speech-making. There are picnics and barbecues, and in the evening there are big 

fireworks shows. Wherever Americans are around the globe, they will get together for a 

traditional 4th of July celebration!  

(from Speak Out, abridged)  

 

23.  CANADA 
Canada is the second largest country in the world. It covers the northern part of North 

America and its total area is 9,975,000 square kilometres. Canada's only neighbour is the USA. 

The border between the two countries is the longest unguarded border in the world.  

Canada's motto, "From Sea to Sea," is particularly appropriate because the country is bounded 

by three oceans — the Pacific, the Arctic and the Atlantic. Its vast area includes some of the 

world's largest lakes and countless smaller ones. One-third of all fresh water on Earth is in 

Canada.  

Canada's name comes from an Indian word kanata, which means "village". The first French 

settlers used the Indian name for the colony, but the official name was "New France". When the 

area came under the British rule in 1897, the new country was called the Dominion of Canada, or 

simply Canada. Canada is a union of ten provinces and two territories.  

Compared with other large countries, Canada has a small population, only about 27,300,000. 

The country, however, is one of the world's most prosperous. Canadians developed its rich 

natural resources and, in the process, have achieved a high standard of living.  

Canada is a constitutional monarchy. It is a member of the Commonwealth of Nations and 

Queen Elizabeth II is its official head of state. Although the Queen holds this high position, she 

doesn't rule. She serves as a symbol of British tradition. Her representative in Canada is the 

Governor General, whom she appoints on the advice of the Canadian Prime Minister. The 

Governor's duties are limited to symbolic, mostly ceremonial acts.  

The real power belongs to the Prime Minister and his Cabinet. The Canadian Parliament 

consists of two chambers: the House of Commons and the Senate.  

There are two official languages in the country: English and French. All Canadian children 

have to learn both French and English at school, but Francophones and Anglophones do not 

enjoy learning each other's language.  

"We have two races, two languages, two systems of religious belief, two sets of laws ... two 

systems of everything," said one Canadian journalist.  

There was a time when Quebec Province (its population is 90% French) decided to separate 

from Canada and form a new country. Fortunately, the movement has waned. The capital of 

Canada is Ottawa.  
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